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Abstract 
Research in the Optics and Fluid Dynamics Department covers quasi-elas.ic 
light scattering, optic?) and electronic information processing, continuum physics 
and activities in connection with the Euratom fusion association. A ? .mmary of 
activities in 1991 ii presented. 
Optical diagnostic methods based on quasi-elastic light scattering have been de-
veloped. Beam propagation in random and nonlinear media ha* been investigated. 
Spatial and temporal processing schemes, especially for pattern recognition, have 
beer irvestigated. 
Within the area of fluid dynamics spectral models for studying the dynamics of 
coherent structures have been developed. Coherent structures have ben investi-
gated in a plasma and are now also investigated in a rotating fluid. 
Fusion relevant work performed under the Euratom association includes inves-
tigations of turbulent transport and the development of diagnostic methods. 
A special activity is concentrated on the development of pellet injec ion systems 
for fusion research. 
This report contains unpublished results and should i.ot be quoted without 
permission from the authors. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The department performs basic and applied research within continuum physics 
and optics. The scope is both understanding of basic physical phenomena and 
specific applications. The activities incorporate the development of methods and 
equipment for diagnostic purposes. The activities are often performed in collab-
oration with oth*- research groups and industry. The training of students at a 
graduate level is an integral part of the work and so is the dissemination of the 
results to research and industry. The results are important to the understanding 
of the dynamics of fluids, fusion plasmas, as well as to the understanding of optical 
diagnostic systems and opt:ca. and electronic information processing. Several of 
the results are exploited by '. 'dusiry. 
The department was established in connection with the restructuring of the re-
search activities at Risø National Laboratory. Plasma physics was merged with the 
activities in optics and neural networks of the former Department of Information 
Technology. This is the second annual report of the department. 
The work described in this report falls within the following categories: 
Fluid dynamics and plasma physics are concentrated on basic physical 
phenomena with relevance to a number of processes related to energy conversion 
and environmental effects. Some of the activities are performed under the fusion 
energy programme of the Euratom association. Theoretical, computational and 
experimental activities are pursued. 
Quasi-elastic light scattering and beam propagation. Diagnostic methods 
for probing the state of both fluid mechanical systems and systems ba.-"d or. solids 
are investigated. 
Optical and electronic information processing incorporates work on two-
dimensional optical transforms applied to pattern recognition. Schemes for proper 
data reduction and neural networks are also investigated. 
Pellet injection systems for fusion research have been investigated for a 
number of years. Injection systems have been developed ?.;id are now supplied to 
other fusion research laboratories. 
Of milestones passed in 1991 can be mentioned: 
• The NAOPIA ESPRIT project on optoelectronic information processing was 
completed. 
• A pellet injection system ror fusion research was supplied to Holland. 
• Measurements of coherent structures in a rotating fluid fow were initiated 
to complement analytic and numerical results nov obtained with a new code 
implemented on a supercomputer. 
• Information measures were established and applied in conjunction with neural 
networks and measuring systems. 
• It was shown that relativistic effects play a major role in several plasma-
physics measurements. 
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1 Applied Laser Physics Section 
1.1 Introduction to t \e work in the Applied Laser 
Physics Section 
The scientific work of the Applied Laser Physics Section during 1991 has been 
divided into four major topics: optical processing, optical materials, applied laser 
physics, and electronic processing including neural networks. 
Optical processing has primarily been dealt with under the EEC "ESPRIT" 
programme in collaboration with German and French industrial research labora-
tories. The project was successfully terminated during 1991 and a demonstration 
model of the integrated optical processor was demons!r .ted during the ESPRIT 
Technical Week. A follow-up project employing the acquired results has been de-
fined. 
A system for direct recording and exposure of computer-generated holograms 
(CGHs) has been established and some aspects of the applications have been inves-
tigated. Effective generation of squeezed light and the inherent benefits associated 
with its use have been considered along with a fundamental study of the ultimate 
limitations in optical measurement systems due to photon statistics. 
Various small tasks have been completed in the field of applied Icser physics. 
A system for in situ measurement of strain components of rigid bodies by speckle 
interferometry has been demonstrated and the inherent limitations due to speckle 
decorrelation have been treated analytically. Simultaneous measurement of viscos-
ity and surface tension has been demonstrated in a low-cost self-aligning configu-
ration. 
Two major projects have been initiated in which electronic neur?l networks play 
the essential role. Both projects are support'* by the EEC. A national project in 
which the Applied Laser Physics Section investigates optical implementations of 
neural networks and a Ph.D. project in the same field have been initiated. 
1.1.1 The NAOPIA Project 
(A. Skov Jensen) 
The Applied Laser Physics Section has been involved In Esprit projects P534 
and P22i>8 concerning optical vision for the following two periods: (1) 1985-88 
and (2) 1989-91. The project and the work concerning the optica! vision system 
have now been finished. The result cf the work has been the development of an 
industrial prototype of the system and concept developed at Risø. The prototype 
system was shown at the Esprit Technical Week exhibition in Brussels in November 
1991. One of the posters and handouts from the exhibition are shown overleaf. 
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1.1.2 The Impact of Quadratic Phase Factors on Optical Fourier Trans-
forms and Imaging 
(A. Skov Jensen) 
In the design of lens systems for coherent light processing the occurrence of 
quadratic phase factors in the path of propagation is important to determination 
of imaging and Fourier planes. The impact and propagation of quadratic phase 
factors can be described by simple fractional formulas similar to the well known 
lens formula. 
The tools are especially useful in the assign of optical lens systems that involves 
construction of a Fourier lens system ana correlators. With the development of 
spatial light modulators, real-time Fourier transforming systems, and optical cor-
relators this has been emphasized. The total design of such systems requires «n 
optimized layout of the lens system with respect to size and length and a lem; 
design study with respect to aberration effects. 
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1) Jensen, A. Skov (1991). Opt. Lett. 16, 12. 
1.1.3 Displacement Invariant Computer-generated Filters 
(S. Hanson) 
The first observations of self-imaging of synthetic periodic objects were made 
*>v Talbot in 1836 using gratings and white light. The theoretical background for 
the phenomena was later given by Rayleigh who in 1881 derived the mathematical 
expressions for the position of the images. 
The application of self-imaging has regained new interest with the advent of the 
laser and the possibility of creating high resolution computer-generated holograms 
in various media. The use of self-imaging for optical testing, interferometry and 
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dedicated laser focusing is apparent. 
We have analyzed the properties of "imaging" where two identical optical struc-
tures are used in series to perform the desired transformation of a spatially and/or 
temporally incoherent source. The basic structures analyzed here are those which 
will have invariance properties for translation and rotations as experienced by an 
observer at a distance from the filter. 
A pattern observed at a distance can sufTer three perpendicular translations 
and three orthogonal rotations. Only two of the three translations are inherently 
different. The two in-plane translations give rise to the same type of invariant 
filter, whereas the translation along the optical axis (line of sight) provides a new 
circular symmetric invariant filter. The three rotations as well only give rise to 
two basically different filters, arising from a rotation about an axis perpendicular 
to the line of sight (in the plane of the filter) and on" filter arising front a rotation 
a' out an ir. plan: axis. 
The four basic patterns can be shown to be: 
Invariance 
1: In-plane translation 
2: Translation along the line of sight 
3: Rotation about in-plane axis 
4: Rotation about the line of sight 
Type 
Linear grating 
Circular symmetric log filter 
Log. grating 
Spoki target 
Expression for 
the phase 
0 ( l ) = IjJX 
ø(x) = uLog[r] 
4>(x) = uLog[x] 
4>(<f) = wp 
The basic filters as sketched above are eigenfunctions to the equation: 
i>TMr)}=<>(r) + <>o, 
where the operator DT {} denotes the effect of the translation/rotation on the 
perceived phase at point r. The invariance is thus determined by finding the 
eigenfunctions to the above equation, neglecting boundary effects. 
in tens i ty 
0.006 r 
0.005 • 
0.004 ' 
0.003 
0.002 
0.001 
0 . 1 0 .2 0 .3 0 .4 0 .5 0 .6 0 . 7 C.8 d i s t a n c e i n m 
Circular symmetric logarithmic filter and associated on-axis intensity 
distribution achi'ved in incoherent illumination. 
Application of spatially separated filters in conjunction with spatially and tem-
porally incoherent light has been investigated. The figure shows the structure of 
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the rotational symmetric logarithmic filter and the on-axis intensity distribution 
for illumination of two spatially separated filters with fully incoherent light. The 
filter combination will provide a strong modulation of the on-axis intensity and 
thus act as a nonimaging concentrator of the incoherent radiation irrespective of 
the incoming wavelength- Little modulation of the intensity distribution is expe-
rienced at off-axis positions. 
A linear logarithmic grating will likewise give rise to lines perpendicular to the 
optical axis of varying intensity depending on the distance of the line from the 
two linear filters. If illuminated with incoherent light, two identical spoke targets 
will create an on-axis line of constantly decreasing intensity. 
The application of the filters in the form of highly efficient computer-generated 
holographic optical elements will provide focusing systems with dedicated prop-
erties unattainable with conventional lenses. Likewise, the elements could be em-
ployed in specialized Moiré systems to deduce various translations and rotations. 
1.1.4 Generation of Sub-Poisson Distribution of Light 
(P.S. Ramanujam) 
With funds obtained from the Danish Natural Science esearch Council, the 
construction of a nonlinear Mach-Zehnder interferometer to produce sub-Poison 
distribution of light (number-phase minimum uncertainty states) is under way. 
AT* L»»»r USopphlr« 
To Conp 
DrtKtor 
- 7 ' »S I 
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Of 17 
MO HVP P 
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Osc. 
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Sptctrun 
A«wly2«r 
Conpvttr 
The source of coherent light is a cw Ti: sapphire passive single frequency laser 
with an estimated linewidth of 10 MHz. The laser produces about 500 mW in single 
frequency. The nonlinear Kerr medium is a 100 m long polarization-preserving 
optical fibre. One of the mirrors of the interferometer has been mounted on a 
piezoelectric crystal so as to change the relative phases of the two interfering 
beams. We are developing a nearly 100% quar, um-efficient detection system based 
on two sets of trap-configured diodes so that the extraneous fluctuations from the 
laser are completely cancelled, allowing us to reach the shot noise floor. Although 
the glass fibre has its advantages such as the existence of high intensitites due to 
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small core diameter and low loss even for long interaction lengths, its nonlinearity 
is appallingly low. We are also working with other materials such as dye-doped 
glasses and multiple quantum-well structures as possible substitutes for the glass 
fibre. 
1.1.5 Detection of Squeezed States of L*ght 
(P.S. Ramanujam and N. Grønbech-Jensen (Stanford University, U.S.A)) 
We have investigated the case of inefficient detection of quadrature squeezed 
statei. The effect of losses such as limited quar.tum efficiencies of detectors in the 
two ari.is of a two-port homodyne detection scheme has been calculated treating 
the mixing at the beamsplitter as a ciantun; mechanical interaction. The losses 
are modelled as a lossless beamsplitter mixing coherent vacuum fluctuations in an 
otherwise lossless system. The figure shows the signal-to-noise ratio as a function 
of the quantum efficiency for a squeezed photon number of 10s, a local oscillator 
coherent state photon number of 10" for squeezing parameter r = 0, 1 and 10. 
It can he seen that the system must be lossless when detecting hard squeezing 
in order to obtain the best signal-to-noise ratio. We have also investigated the 
case when a squeezed state undergoes losses before being mixed with the local 
oscillator. This result is found to be identical to .he above case. 
3000§jN 
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15000 
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
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l.l.C Photon Statistics 
(L. Lading and T. Martini Jorgensen) 
Optical measurements are ultimately limited by the statis'-<~s of the photons 
interacting with the object of the measurement. However, for a given measurement 
task different sciemes have large differences in interaction efficiencies. Methods for 
synthesizing opt mum optical configurations for diagnostics b&*ed on quasi-elastic 
light scattering a e being developed. Synthesis of spatial configurations assuming 
coherent light ha; been performed for simple particle velocity measurements1. In 
view of the interest in nonclassical light it appears relevant to investigate the 
poter cial use of light with statistics differing from th— of coherent light. Hcwe\ :r, 
coherent light is generally preferable, but light exhibiting photon bunching may 
have advantages in some cases! Nonclassical light appears only to have a pe'ential 
for the detection of pure phase objects, for the detection of a weak transient phase 
object it appears that a relevant figure of merit exhibits a dependence on the mean 
photon rate as illustrated in the figure. 
Fisher Number 
roherert 
bunched 
Number of Photons/Signal Coherence Time 
Figure of merit versus mean photon ratr for the detection of changes in a weak 
phasr. object, (a) is for aniibunched light with a coherence time longer than the 
coherence time of the object, (b) is for coherent light, and (c) is for bunched light. 
1) Lading, L. and Jflrgensen, T. Martini (1990). J. Opt. Soc. Am. AT, No. 7, 
1324-1331 
1.1.7 Measuring Viscoelastic Parameters witli a Low-cost Surface Laser 
Light Scattering Spectrometer 
(T. Martini Jørgensen and L. Lading) 
Surface light scattering instruments can noninvasively probe the dynamics of 
the thermally induced fluctuations on a liquid-liquid or a liquid-gas interface12. 
From the spectrum of these .niniature waves viscoelastic properties like surface 
tension and viscosity can be determined. This is of great importance, especially 
in order to study surfaces covered by viscoe.astic monomolecular films. 
In order to obtain a simple relationship between the spectrum of the scattered 
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light and the viscoel**ti' •...»raters of interest, it is necessary c\iiy to detect 
the light scattered by a •^•• - •••••'' • v.ve vector of the surface. A robust way to 
select a specific wave vector ; • ; .?e a grating onto the surface. The selected 
wave vector is determined ; \e period, L, of the grating, and not by the 
wavelength of the laser. A. ?• ,y -<d on this principle is therefore insensitive 
to the slow drift in the centn '*• , nency, which often occur' with semiconductor 
lasers. The grating selects the wave number »n such a way that a reference beam 
is automatically created, and it is therefore a heterodyning configuration. 
Fig. 1. The experimental setup. L denotes a lens, M a mirror, and S a spatial 
filler. G denotes a phase grating, whereas f is the foccA ungih of I 3 <tnd I4. 
We have constructed an exp--.-::: .ental setup based on the grating principle-
(see Fig. 1). In most surface light beating spectroscopy experiments a high-cost 
gas laser and a high-cost photomultipliei tube have been used. Instead we have 
based the spectrometer oil a low-cost semiconductor laser and a normal photodi-
ode without internal gain. Using a semiconductor laser makes it possible to build 
a more compact spectrometer but what is more important i that the so-called in-
tensity noise gets remarkably reduced by using a multimode semiconductor laser. 
This is esser Jal'y because the use of a eas laser implies a strong intensity noise 
originating from the power supply. Such a contribution is avoided when using 
semiconductor lasers, which can be operated by a simple battery. In addition it 
causes no problem to use a photodiode as detector. The reason is that it is a het-
erodyning configurat.->n; a fact that makes the detector gain of a photomultiplier 
tube superfluous. 
The experimental setup has been used for measuring surface tension and viscos-
ity for hexane and water in contact with air. Figure 2 shows the autocorrcld jon 
function of the detected photocurreit obtained from a measurement perfo med 
on hexane. The autocorrelation function can be shown to be approximately an 
exponentially decaying cosinus. The decaying tuistant and the frequency of the 
cosinus determine the viscosity and the surface tension, respectively. The two vis-
coelastic parameters can therefore be determined by fitting the measured data to 
such a function. The fitted curve is also s,liown in Fig. 2. Our results show that 
it is possible to obtain .-. degree of accuracy which is at least as good as that 
obtained with the high-cost spectrometers. In the case of hexane the accuracy of 
the measured surface tension is within 2% whereas the results obtained for the 
viscosity typically deviated 5-7% from ..he accepted values. 
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We have found that the most devastating problem with our configuration is the 
effect of low frequency vibrations of the liq lid surface which cause the light spots 
to fluctuate at the detector. By proper acoustical isolation of the sample cell it 
should be possible to overcome such problems. Based on our results we therefore 
believe that light beating spectroscopy can provide a cheap way of studying more 
sophisticated fluid-fluid interlaces, where the classical mechanical probe techniques 
fail. 
*.50 
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Fig. 2. Measured and fitted autocorrelation for hexane at 25 C. 
2T/L = 273(cm)-1. 
1) Edwards, R.V., Sihori, R.S., Mann, J.A., Shih, L.B., and Lading, L. (1982). 
Appl. Opt. 21, 3555-3568. 
2) Lading, L., Mann, J.A. and Edwards, R.V. (1989). J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 6, 1692-
1701. 
3) Jørgensen, T.M , "A Low-Cost Sir-face Laser Light Scattering Spectrometer," 
submitted for public on in Measuren.'nt Science and Technology Journal. 
1.1.8 Limits to Turbulence Measurements 
(L. Lading) 
Turbulence measurements have traditionally been a sticky problem. The hot 
wire anemometer used to be the prime choice. It has to a large extent been suc-
ceeded by the laser Doppler anemometer that does not appear to have some of 
the basic shortcomings of the hot wire. 
However, it does need small scatterers suspended in the flo*. It is the velocity 
of the scatterer that is measured. The random distribution of the particles in 
conjunction with the finite measuring volume causes so-called phase noise. 
An analysis based on Rice's work on narrowband noise processes showed that 
the "instantaneous" frequency (defined as the derivative of the phase of the signal) 
contained a noise component proportional to the bandwidth of the signal and that 
this defined limits to the space-time resolution of a laser Doppler anemometer1. 
These findings w -re confirmed and amended by several investigations. The results 
were based on the assumption of a large number of scatterers in the measuring 
volume (i.e. » 1). I,i practical measurements the number of particles in the mea-
suring volume is often considerably below one. Measurements are performed on 
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single bursts with no phase noise (assuming negligible photon and/or electron 
noise). In such cases it is not the phase noise that is the primary problem. But the 
random sampling of the flow implies that a true tracking of the velocity cannot 
be performed. The fact that the sampling rate in general is correlated with the 
velocity (and often several other quantities) gave rise to what is generally known 
as the bias problem. 
In order to investigate the transition region between high and low particle con-
centration and in order to compare the Doppler configurations with other concepts 
- notably time-of-flight configurations - a rederivation of the statistical uncertain-
ties was found to be necessary. This was done both for the Doppler configuration 
and for the time-of-flight configuration. 
Nonlinear processing in the form of amplitude conditioned sampling may reduce 
the standard Rice-George k Lumly noise without introducing a bias error but it 
will generate "holes" in the velocity record. For the time-of-flight configuration 
it appears that only detecting the zero crossings of the dynamic part of the sig-
nal can significantly reduce the estimated time-of-flight and thus the estimated 
velocity. In fact, with no photon/electron noise and a completely frozen pattern 
passing through the measuring volume (Taylor's hypothesis) an arbitrarily small 
uncertainty can be obtained. 
The performances were investigated by evaluating a so-called coherence factor 
defined by 
1=<vv>2 I < v 2 > < v2 >, 
where v is the true fluctuating velocity and v the estimated (measured) velocity. 
The maximum value of 7 is 1. The figure shows the coherence factor versus the 
particle concentration for the Doppler and time-of-flight configurations, respec-
tively. 
The coherence factor versus the particle concentration (arrival rate for the LDA) 
for the LDA and the LTA, respectively. Log-log plot. The temporal and spatial tur-
bulence scales are assumed to be 100 limes the passage time through the measuring 
region and the length of the measuring volume for the LDA, respectively, kl = tO.l 
(a) 10% turbulence; axis: 2 div. per decade; y-ans: 5 div. per decade. 
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It is noted that for the Doppler configuration there is in general an optimum 
particle concentration. 
The effect of additive noise has also been investigated. The minimum uncertainty 
versus the signal-to-noise ratio is established. 
Initial reporting is given in Ref. 2. 
1) George, W.K. anu Lumley, J.L. (1983). J. Fluid Mech. 60, 321-362. 
2) Lading, L. (1991). "The fundamental limits to turbulence measurements - re-
vived", (Laser Anemometry, Advances and Applications, Eds. A. Dybbs and B. 
Gorashi, ASME 1991). 
1.1.9 Speckle Statistics and Decorrelation Based on Complex ABCD-
Matrices 
(H. T. Yura and S. Hanson) 
Complex ABCD ray matrix techniques combined with the paraxial approxima-
tion of the Huygens-Fresnel formulation of wave optics are a useful tool in analyz-
ing analytically the performance of a rather general class of optical systems. This 
method expresses the complex optical field in the output plane as an integral over 
an input plane of the given source distribution multiplied by a propagation kernel, 
which is a function of the complex ABCD matrix modelling thin lenses, field stops, 
free space and finite sized measurement apertures. The formalism has previously 
been shown to give analytical expressions useful for engineering purposes, analyt-
ical expressions for the inflv?nce of optical turbulence and useful insight into the 
influence of alignment errors in various parts of an optical train of elements. 
We have now considered homogeneous media and derived expressions for the 
mean, variance and correlation function of the irradiance distribution resulting 
from an incoherent source that has propagated through a complex (axially sym-
metric) ABCD optical system. In particular, we obtain a general expression for 
the mutual coherence function which can be regarded as a generalization of the 
VanCittert-Zernike theorem to complex paraxial ABCD systems; an expression 
which relates the number of speckle correlation cells contained within a measure-
ment area to the parameters of the ABCD system. In particular, an expression 
for the maximum number of independent intensity measurements that the optical 
system allows is obtained. 
A scientific programme funded by the Danish Technical Research Council to 
investigate the application of various electronic Speckle Interferometers (ESPI) 
and their limitations has been conducted throughout the year. ESPI provides most 
of the benefits of holographic interferomctry in the way that real-time monitoring 
of various displacements can be conducted without having some of the inherent 
drawbacks of holography. No photographic or chemical processes are involved but 
a.' r-x-ording and fringe analyses are performed electronically. This facilitates the 
employment of the technique in areas previously inaccessible. To take the full 
advantage of the technique, the limitations have to be investigated. 
The ESPI relies on the effect of recording two speckle patterns from an object 
which is mechanically deformed between the two exposures. For small mechanical 
deformations the individual speckles will initially change phases, the phases re-
vealing some desired aspects of the mechanical distortion. Various types of ESPI 
interferometers which will reveal some element of the total strain tensor can be de-
signed. Common to all interferometers is the maximum mechanical displacement 
which can be toll c&led before the speckle pattern will decorrelate. 
The basic optical setups for the various types of interferometers are different 
in that some rely on imaging, some are based on defocusing, whereas others em-
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ploy Fourier transforming layouts. An analytical expression for the decorrelation 
criteria in terms of the ABCD matrix for the optical system in question has been 
found. Three primary translations have been considered. Two displacements - one 
along the optical axis and one perpendicular to the optical axis - have been treated 
as well as rotation of the object about an axis perpendicular to the optics axis. 
Central to the quality of the secondary interference fringes formed when two 
speckled images are subtracted is the correlation coefficient of the complex fields 
in the observation plane before and after loading. This quantity is defined as 
7 = 
y/< \U0\7 > y/< |f/»|2 > ' 
where indices a and 6 indicate before ai.d after loading. As the general expression 
for the field in the output plane in a circular symmetric ABCD system can be 
written 
t/(£) = ikto 2*B exp(-ikL) Jd
2rU,(r) 
x exp -5g(V-fc-E + ^ ) ] . 
we can calculate the field correlation function. The displacement/rotation of the 
object can be introduced by multiplying the original field U>(r) by a linear phase 
factor (tilt), shift the field (displacement 1 optics axis) or convolve with a quadratic 
phase factor (translation along optics axis) to get the second field Ua(r). The cor-
relation coefficient can now be analytically calculated assuming delta correlation 
of the original field. 
Any conventional optical system used for interferometric measurements can thus 
be analyzed by calculating the appropriate ABCD matrix which may include astig-
matic elements. This task can analytically be performed in a Mathematica-based 
program. Knowing the complex matrix elements and the analytical expressions 
for the decorrelation coefficients facilitates the immediate determination of the 
speckle statistics and the limitation of the system. 
1.1.10 Brite Project B/E-4152 
(S. Sloth Christensen) 
The strategic aim of the project is to improve quality aid productivity in han-
dling and processing of flexible materials by the development of advanced automa-
tion technio'ies with evisceration of pig carcasses as a model process. 
Partners in the project are The University of Bristol (UK), SAC llitec Ltd. 
(UK), Siemens AG (Germany), The Danish Meat Research Institute (DK) and 
Risø National Laboratory. 
In this project the task of Rise is to develop an image processor which will 
locate important feature points on the pig carcass-. A high degree of precision is 
required to accommodate the quality demands of the Danish meat industry. This 
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combined with the great variations of biological materials possess a challenge to 
the speed, precision and robustness of the image processor. 
A method called 'active foveal search" has been developed to meet the challenge. 
The method has to a great extent been inspired by neurological data for the human 
eye and takes advantage of artificial neural network generalization capabilities. 
The image of the pig is recorded by a CCD-camera. 1 he pixel valuer are trans-
mitted to an artificial eye, AE. The AE emulates the fovea found in rea* eyes. The 
fovea is a spot with high resolution in the centre of the visual field. The resolution 
outside the fovea decays with the distance to the centre. 
n 
I 
inn 
Resolution of eye with fov a. 
This concept has the advantage that the AE perfoiz-.is a huge data compression 
(1:512) still maintaining maximum resolution in the entre of the visual field. In 
order to compensate for differences in illumination another principle is adopted 
from real eyes, contrast normalization. This method maintains information about 
shape and eliminates illumination dependency. 
The compressed and normalized image is transferred ID an artificial neural net-
work. The network has been trained to identify specific f. atures. The output from 
the network indicates the direction and distances from ihe centre of view to the 
relevant feature. This signal is used to move the focus o! -he artificial eye towards 
the feature point. This process is repeated until the artifiu,-,! eye is looking straight 
at the feature point. 
Focus control signal 
Artificial 
eye 
Neural 
Network 
The method mentioned above is expected to be fast, precise and robust. The 
speed is achieved through the data compression performed in the artificial eye. 
The excellent generalization capabilities of neural networks are responsible for the 
robustness of the system. 
l . l . l l The CONNECT Project 
(C. Liisberg) 
CONNECT is the acronym for: Computational JVerral WÆtwork CcnTer 
In the spring 1991 the CONNECT research centre was starred as a collabora-
tion between four research institutions in the Copenhagen area: The Niels Bohr 
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Institute in Copenhagen, the Electronics Institute at the Technical University 
of Denmark, the Institute for Physics and Materials at the Technical University 
of Denmark, and The Optics and Fluid Dynamics Department at Risø National 
Laboratory. 
The centre was founded by the Danish government and will employ two to three 
persons in the Optics and Fluid Dynamics Department at Risø for the next three 
years. 
The aim of the research collaboration is to explore and exploit the area of 
artificial neural networks, both in theory and practice. The role of the Optics and 
Fluid Dynamics Department is: 
(1) to develop optical implementations of artificial neural networks, 
(2) to develop methods and theoretical foundation for self-organising neural net-
work architectures, 
(3) to develop neural network methods for early vision processing. 
The CONNECT centre is still in its infancy but has already achieved the fol-
lowing results: 
- A network simulation software system for simulation of the optical TAG-
network (and other types of network) has been developed by Steen Sloth Chris-
tensen and Jesper Gliickstad. 
- A methodology for early vision processing to be utilized in the BRITE project 
(see elsewhere) has been developed by Steen Sloth Christensen. 
- A methodology and theoretical foundation for self-organising architectures 
have been developed by Thomas Martini Jørgensen and Christian Liisberg (the 
SOLE system). These results are to be utilized in the HERA project (see else-
where). 
- Knowledge gathered recently in connection with a CONNECT sponsored con-
ference travel (NIPS 1991) will form the basis for a new project on real time 
motion detection for diagnostic purposes to be carried out by Christian Liisberg. 
Connect and conquer!! 
1.1.12 EUREKA Project HERA 
(C. Liisberg) 
HERA is the acronym for: //ierarchically organised Ensembles of Ratified sparse 
artificial neural networks. 
Overview 
Together with Rambøll & Hannemann Informatik and IIC (The Institute for 
Artificial Intelligence at the Technical University of Madrid) The Optics and Fluid 
Dynamics Department at Risø has established an EUREKA project. The project 
has been approved by the EEC EUREKA comn.ittee, and the Danish EUREKA 
office has funded the Danish partners. The project will call for two new employees 
at Risi. 
The HERA project is an attempt to make a low-cost, quick and reliable system 
for off-line recognition of handwritten figures and characters, a system which in 
respect of quality is :<p to the standard of human recognition of char idcrs. 
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Thi tate of the art of handwritten character recognition 
By off-line recognition of characters is meant "ordinary" recognition based on 
the visual information which is available when the characters have been written. 
By on-line recognition the characters are read while they are being written so 
that information about writing direction and sequences also forms the basis for 
interpretation of the written characters. 
We perform off-line computer recognition which is more difficult than on-line 
recognition and, to our knowledge, it has not yet been possible to make off-line 
systems for retognition of handwritten figures which in respect of quality and speed 
can come up to the human recognition of characters. Typically, the rejection rate 
for the best systems are 5 to 10% with an error rate of 1% whereas human beings 
have rejection rates of 1% and error rates of less than 1%. These numbers depend 
of course heavily on the test set and no standard test procedures exist. 
The basic idea used by attempts to machine read handwritten characters is 
to, somehow, extract some characteristic features from a digitized image of the 
character and then perform a classification based on the extracted features. For a 
broader review see I , s . 
Neural networks and machine reading of handwritten digits 
Earlier attempts to use neural networks directly on binary images of handwrit-
ten digits failed because the input space (the number of possible images) is so 
vast that no generalizing mapping could be generated. Different forms of feature 
extraction were then tried in order to reduce input space and improve general-
ization capability. Examples of hand-tailored feature extraction combined with 
neural network classification {there are numerous) can be seen in3,4. 
More interesting approaches are the ones which try to let the feature extraction 
become an automatic part of a network optimization procedure based on some 
internal quality measure and a network architecture with some hand-tailored con-
straints in it. Those approaches are the state of the art and have been demon-
strated in5 
The methods mentioned above make use of a quality measure for the individ-
ual connections in the network, named 'relevance' or 'salience'. The basic idea 
is to iteratively train the network to a certain performance criterion, compute a 
measure of relevance that identifies which input, hidden units or connections are 
most critical to performance, and automatically remove the least relevant units or 
connections6,7. 
Attempts to attack the problem of network design from the outside by estimat-
ing the complexity of thr problem and the desired classification have been tried 
via the theory of learnability and the so-called Vapnik Chervonenkis dimension 
which has given some good bounds on the number of examples needed to make a 
given network generalize well (Probably Approximately Correct Learning)8-10. 
A strategy using feature space optimization by minimal entropy coding as well 
as using Shannon entropy as a quality mcasi-re (a method external to the net-
work) and a minima) growth algorithm to ensure a minimized network (an internal 
method) was implemented in the ZEUS program by C. Liisberg, Risø. (ZEUS is 
a hybrid neural network expert system shell.)11 
Some very interesting work on ensembles of neural networks has been carried 
out". The work shows that by organizing networks in ensemble structures one 
can improve the system performance considerably, even if the single networks are 
rather primitive. This is especially interesting because the modular and limited 
nature of dedicated neural network chips can be overcome by organizing hardware 
modules in appropriate structures12. 
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The new concept of cognitive entropy 
Based on the experience from ZEUS (a former project carried out by the Optics 
and Fluid Dynamics Department at Risø) a new quality measure named cognitive 
entropy has been developed at Risø. By doing an external analysis of the training 
examples this new measure can determine the optimal internal structure of single 
networks as well as the optimal configuration of ensembles and hierarchies of 
(modular) networks. The optimization is d<"ne with respect to generalization in 
connection with a given set of training examples. 
By means of the cognitive entropy measure a hierarchical structure of sparsely 
connected neural networks (called HERA) has been generated. This system builds 
on the SOLE system described elsewhere. 
Further perspectives, novelty and international status 
The cognitive entropy seems very promising because it gives us a quality mea-
sure and thus a control mechanism for both automatic knowledge acquisition (it 
can tell a system where to exhibit curiosity) and for self-organization of both net-
work structures and structures of networks (as well as structures of networks in 
combination with other methods - hybrid systems). 
The HERA networks, which are only the beginning of utilization of the cogni-
tive entropy, are suitable for pattern recognition within the area of large binary 
amounts of data such as digitalized images and sound sequences. Furthermore, 
"intelligent" search in large text data bases is also estimated to be possible. 
"Ordinary" neural networks are only suitable for processing of small amounts 
of data and it is consequently necessary to carry out preprocessing and feature 
extraction prior to the solution of a classification task. By means of the thi 'v con-
nected, hybrid neural networks described above (HERA), it is possible to make 
self-organizing, robust, and low-cost preprocessing and feature extraction com-
bined with the well known classification capability of neural networks. 
1) Tappert, CC, Suen, C.Y., and Wakahara, T. (1990). IEEE Transactions on 
Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence 12, No. 8. 
2) Govindan, V.K. and Shivaprasad, A.P. (1990). Pattern Recognition 23, No. 7. 
Pergamon Press. 
3) Schmitt, L. (1990). Neural networks for OCR. Photonics Spectra. 
4) Rajavelu, A., Musavi, M.T., and Shirvaikar, M.V. (1989). Neural Networks 2, 
pp. 387-393. 
5) Le Cun, Y., Boser, B., Denker, J.S., Henderson, D., Howard, RE., Hubbard, 
W. and Jakel, L.D. (1989). Neural Computation 1, 541-551. 
6) Mozer, M.C. and Smolensky, P. (1989). Connection Science 1, No. 1. 
7) Thodberg, H.H. Occams razor - improving generalisation of neural networks. 
Danish Meat Research Institute. Internal report. 
8) Baum, E.B. t Haussler, D. (1989). Neural Computation 1, No. I. 
9) Lineal, N., Mansour, Y. k Rivcst, R.L. (1988). Colt '88. Proceedings of the 
1988 Workshop on Computational Learning Theory. Cambridge, MA: MIT 56-68. 
10) Blumer, A., Ehrenfeucht, A., Haussler, D. k Warmuth, M.K. (1987). Tech-
nical Report USCS-CRL-87-20, U.C. Santa Cruz Computer Science Laboratory, 
November. 
11) Liisbcrg, C (1991). Expert Systems with Applications 3, pp. 249-257. 
12) Hansen, L.K. and Salomon. P. (1990). IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis 
and Machine Intelligens^ 12, No. 10. 
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1.1.13 Cognitive Entropy and Self-Organizing Learners 
(T. Martini Jørgensen and C. Liisberg) 
The Cogentropy Measure 
In many tasks involving classification of objects into known classes the key 
problem is how to extract only the important features from a given set of examples 
within a description space of high dimension. 
In order that a neural network may generalize optimally from the training set 
to other examples, it is important to have as few connections as possible between 
the input parameters and the processing units1 and to be aware that the distri-
bution of the examples in the training set cannot generally be associated with the 
distribution governing the total example space. 
To cope with the problems presented above, we have constructed a new figure of 
merit, called cogentropy (cognitive entropy). It measures the knowledge obtained 
by the neural network when presented to an unknown example. The cogentropy 
takes on a negative value in case the unknown object is misclassified. It is a useful 
figure of merit whenever the neural network is based upon look-up tables which 
have the advantage that a crossvalidating test can easily be incorporated in the 
process of constructing the network. 
The cogentropy has close relations to Shannon's information measure based on 
entropy2. However, the essential problem with using the Shannon entropy is that 
it is based on knowing the probability of' - zing a specific feature for a given class 
of objects. But the only probability dis .1 but ion available is the distribution of 
features among the objects belonging to the training set. 
Instead of using the actual probability distribution of features among the train-
ing objects, the cogentropy measure is based on the following two concepts: 
(1) If a given feature exists in m classes out of N in the training set, we attribute 
to each of the m classes an equal probability for having the actual feature (rect-
angular distribution). In this way we do not a priori favour any of the m classes 
with respect to this specific feature. 
(2) If a given feature does not exist in a specific class in the training set, then 
we associate a zero probability for this to happen. 
Self-Organizing LEarner (SOLE) 
The SOLE system is a feedforward network based on cogentropy. The main 
benefits of the system are that it ensures high generalization capability for a given 
example set independent of the size of the parameter space and that training and 
recall are fast. 
We have demonstrated that several SOLE networks can cooperate in a demo-
cratic fashion to gain a better result. This is possible by using random search 
which causes the networks to make different mistakes3. 
We have tested the SOLE system on recognition of 7,000 handwritten digits, 
which have been scaled to uniform size. 5,000 of these digits were usad as a training 
set and 2,000 as a test set. The test set is guaranteed to origin from other persons 
than the training set. 
A one-layer network typically makes 65% correct classifications and 34% rejec-
tions on the test set with a 1% error rate, whereas an ensemble of forty networks 
has 86.1% correct classifications, 1% errors and 12.9% rejections. The training set 
has 0.5% errors and 7.2% rejections in a crossvalidation test. It takes approxi-
mately four hours to train such a system on a 25 MHz 486 PC. The results are 
comparable with the ones obtained in4, but our method is faster and more general 
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(does not exploit any a priori knowledge of the problem domain). 
1) Baum, E.B. and Haussler, D. (1989). Neural Computation 1, 151-160. 
2) Yu, Francis T.S. (1976). Optics and Information Theory, John Wiley k Sons, 
New York, 1976. 
3) Hansen, L.K. and Salamon, P. (1990). IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis 
and Machine Intelligence 12, No. 10-
4) Le Cun, Y. et al. (1989). Neural Computation 1, 541-551. 
1.1.14 Optical Neural Networks 
(J. Gluckstad) 
The capability of optics of processing massive data in parallel has generated 
great interest in the implementation of neural network architectures by means of 
optics. 
In optical neural networks photons are used instead of electrons as the carriers of 
information. The advantage of doing this stems from the fact that photons do not 
interact mutually. Unlike electrons in wires on an integrated circuit chip, light rays 
do therefore not affect one another when they are close to or even cross each other. 
Consequently millions of light rays can carry data simultaneously into a processing 
device by free space propagation using the third dimension, whereas electronic 
devices on a chip are limited to accepting input from a few wires restricted to a 
common 2D plane. 
Most optical neural networks have two phases: (1) the training phase and (2) the 
retrieval phase. In the case of associative memories, e.g., a number of pictures are 
stored in the network during the training phase. Afterwards the data are retrieved 
by showing the network one of its stored pictures or a degraded or partial version 
of it (for example part of a digit). If the network is an autoassociative memory, it 
then outputs the corresponding corrected data (the full digit). We have simulated 
an optical architecture showing this kind of behaviour in order to examine its 
capabilities before deciding on the hardware architecture (cf. the figure). 
Three steps in the retrieval phase of partial digit. 
An associative memory only includes a single layer of fully interconnected neu-
rons and is not capable of doing real learning. We have therefore been investigating 
learning algorithms suitable for optical multi-layer network implementations. A re-
cently proposed back propagation algorithm (trainability by adaptive gain2) has 
been modified and found very useful in simulation experiments. 
With respect to the optical implementation we have proposed a new compact 
opto-electronic hardware architecture based upon fixed random-symmetric holo-
graphic interconnects and adaptive gain elements adjacent to the neurons. The 
system is expected to be capable of doing both fotward propagation (retrieval 
phase) and backward error propagation (training phase) for a given number of 
hidden layers by using just one single computer-generated hologram, one spatial 
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light modulator, and one 2-dimensional CCD-array. The results obtained by our 
computer simulations are so promising that we have decided to construct this op-
toelectronic architecture in the near future. 
1) Kyuma, K. (1991). Nonlinear Optics 1, 39-49. 
2) Lee, H.-J., Lee, S.-Y., Shin, S.-Y. and Koh, B.-Y. (1991). Neural Computation 
3, 135-143. 
1.1.15 Fluid Dynamics and Quantitative Coronary Angiography 
(P.S. Ramanujam, D. Atar, K. Saunamåki and S. Haunsø (University Hospital, 
Copenhagen) 
Partial or total occlusion of arteries due to stenotic obstructions is frequently 
responsible for heart failure. Although the causes for the initial development of 
stenosis remain unknown, an obstruction of blood flow is inevitable once the de-
velopment of the stenosis takes place. Traditionally, visual inspection of coronary 
arteriograms has been used to assess the severity of the coronary disease. However, 
a more precise method for evaluation is necessary to judge whether a surgical op-
eration is essential. It is known that the haemodynamic significance of a coronary 
artery stenosis can be determined by measuring all stenotic dimensions. The pres-
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sure loss across a stenosis due to the friction and sudden expansion is determined 
from classical fluid dynamics equations once the stenotic dimensions arc known 
and this provides a quantitative measure of the expected biological effects due to 
the obstructed flow. 
Experiments in the laboratory in tubes with controlled diameter and in anes-
thesized dogs have shown that the fluid dynamics equations can be applied to 
blood flow. However, quantitative coronary angiography has not been incorpo-
rated into clinical practice. In a collaborative effort with the University Hospital, 
Copenhagen, a study has been undertaken in which the pressure loss across a 
stenosis in over 60 patients was measured invasively using a catheter. The aim of 
the present work is to correlate the measured pressure drop with those calculated 
from stenotic dimensions through fluid dynamics equations. The improvements in 
the present calculations include the effects of the exit geometry of the stenosis 
on the pressure loss due to sudden expansion and include the frictional loss due 
to the catheter. In 87% of the cases the calculated and invasively measured pres-
sure gradients agreed to within 15 mm Hg. A correlation coefficient of 0.84 was 
obtained between the measured and calculated values. 
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cessor. Fourth International Conference on Laser Anemometry - Advances and 
Applications, Cleveland, OH., U.S.A. (August). 
LADING, L., How to make the Best Use of Photons in Diagnostics. XIV Inter-
national Conference on Coherent and Nonlinear Optics, Leningrad/St. Petersburg, 
Russia (September). 
LINDVOLD, L., A method for monitoring the photoinduced redox process in 
dichromated gelatin. The Holographic Conference "Holograph:^  Systems, Compo-
nents and Applications, The Institution of Electrical Engineers, The Heriot-Watt 
University, Edinburgh, Scotland (September). 
LINDVOLD, L., Dyed gelatin film as r storage material for volume phase holo-
grams. Symposium on Holographic Opti.-s Technologies and Applications I. The 
Optical Society of America, Annual meeting, San José, California, U.S.A. (Novem-
ber). 
PAULSEN, J.L. *.id LIISBERG, C. (1991). Expert Systems and Plant Condi-
tions. Presented at \e World Congress of Expert Systems. Orlando, U.S.A. 16-19 
December 1991. 
RAJBENBACH, H., BANN, S., REFREGIER, Ph., JOFFRE, P., HUIGNARD, 
J.P., BUCHKREMER, H.S., JENSEN, A. SKOV, RASMUSSEN, E , BRENNER, 
K.H., and LOHMAN, G. (1991). An Optical Correlator for Robotic Applications. 
ESPRIT technical week, Brussels, Belgium, 25-29 November. 
RAXiANUJAM, P.S., Solitons in Optical Communication. Short Course, Con-
ference on emerging Optoelectronic Technologies, Bangalore, India (December). 
RAMANUJAM, P.S. and GRØNBECH-JENSEN, N, Generation of Sub-Poisson 
Distribution of Light. Conference on Emerging Optoelect-onic Technologies, Ban-
galore, India (December). 
2.3 Lectures 
HANSON, S., Colloquium on Small Angle Scattering. JET, Abingdon, U.K. (Jan-
uary). 
HANSON, S., Lys og lasere (Light and Lasers). The University Extension, 
Copenhagen, Denmark (April). 
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HANSON, S., Business visits covering lectures and presentation of the work of 
the section. 
1 N. Foss Electric, Roskilde, Denmark (May). 
2 Danfoss, Als, Denmark (August and October). 
3 Radiometer, Copenhagen, Denmark (August). 
4 Ferroperm, Copenhagen, Denrrark (August). 
5 Briiel og Kjær, Nærum, Denmark (September). 
6 Jydsk Telefon, Roskilde, Denmark (September). 
7 Bang & Olufsen, Skive, Denmark (September). 
LADING, L., Dynamic Light Scattering. Danish Physical Society, Winter School 
in Modern Physics, Risø National Laboratory, Roskilde, Denmark (January). 
LADING, L., Operational modes of LDA. Dantec, Skovlunde, Denmark (March). 
LADING, L., Signal processing schemes for very high accuracy in Laser Anemom-
etry. Dantec, Skovlunde, Denmark (August). 
LADING, L., Presentation of the Depar'ment for industry (February, April, 
September, October). 
LIISBERG, C , Lectures related to neural network. 
1 "H£RA - et nyt koncept for neurale netværk og maskinsyn" (HERA - a new 
concept for neural network and machine vision) Laboratoriet for Billedanal-
yse, AUC, Aalborg, Denmark (April). 
2 "ZEUS - en neural expertsysic.nbygger" (ZEUS - a neural expert system 
builder). Seminar on NN og ZEUS. RUC hus 3.I.3., Roskilde, Denmark (April). 
3 "Neurale netværk til (visuel) kvalitetskontrol" (Neural network for (visual) 
quality control). Microtronic, Roskilde, Denmark (May). 
3 "Neurale netværk til klassificering af makrokulhydrater" (Neural network for 
classification cf macro carbon hydrates). Danisco, Biotech Research division, 
Glostrup, Denmark (May). 
4 "ZEUS og HERA" (ZEUS and HERA). Lecture on NN for representatives 
from FOSS Electric, Risø National Laboratory, Roskilde, Denmark (May). 
5 Financial Forecasting with Neural Networks". Lecture on NN for representa-
tives from Den Danske Bank and Den Danske Børs, Rambøll & Hanneman 
Informatik, Virum, Denmark (June). 
6 "Hvis Gud er emergent, så hold på hat og briller" (If God is emergent, then 
hold on to your hats). Rambøll k Hanneman Informatik, Virum, Denmark 
(August). 
7 "Genkendelse af fingeraftryk. Resultater fra forsøg med HERA" (Recognition 
ofringer-prints. Results from experiments with HERA). Presentation of NN 
for representatives from Jysk Telefon, Risø National Laboratory, Roskilde, 
Denmark (September). 
8 "Neurale netværk" (Neural network). Visitors from Danfoss, Risø National 
Laboratory, Roskilde, Denmark (October). 
9 Fremtidens neurale netværk" (The future of neural network). Prolog Devel-
opment Center, Hotel Scandinavia, Copenhagen, Denmark (November) 
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LINDVOLD, L., Laseren og dens anvendelser (The laser and the use of it). 
Dansk Metal, Department 13, Copenhagen, Denmark (January). 
LINDVOLD, L., Laseren og dens erkendelser (The laser and the use of it). 
D*nsk Metal. Department 13, Copenhagen, Denmark (January). 
LlNDVOLD, L., Holografi og medicinske anvendelser af lasere (Holographic and 
medical use of lasers). The University Extension, Coper hagen, Denmark (April). 
RAMANUJAM, PS., Generation of Sub-Poisson D.stribution of Light. Niels 
Bohr Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark (November). 
SKOV JENSEN, A., Optical Robot Vision. Lebedev Institute of Physics, Moscow, 
U.S.S.R. (April). 
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3 Plasma Physics Section 
3.1 Introduction to the work in plasma physics 
and fluid dynamics 
During 1991 the scientific programme included the following topics: 
(1) A study related to pt'let-plasma interaction with the aim of assessing pos-
sibilities of refuelling a fusion reactor by shooting deuterium-tritium pellets into 
the plasma. 
The study is divided into the following subsections. 
(a) A detailed study of the interaction between charged particles of various energies 
and solidified gases. This comprises, e.g., investigations of the luminescence from 
solid hydrogens irradiated by electrons and of the sputtering of solid hydrogens by 
light ions. In addition studies of laser sputtering and ablation from solid hydrogens 
have been initiated. 
(b) Pellet handling, acceleration and injection. The main activity is concerned 
with developing and testing multishot pellet injectors for the European fusion 
programme. 
(2) Studies of the fundamental physics of plasmas with relation to fusion re-
search. The main activities are investigations of turbulence, turbulent transport 
and nonlinear effects in general. The study is based on a combination of theoretical, 
numerical and experimental work. The following items are included: turbulence 
in the edge region of magnetically confined plasmas, coherent structures in turbu-
lence, particle dynamics in turbulent plasmas, anomalous cross-field diffusion due 
to electrostatic turbulence, nonlinear evolution of modulated waves and scattering 
of microwaves by density fluctuations in tokamaks. In addition the possibility of 
calculating equilibria for plasmas in magnetic field by means of magnetic stresses 
is investigated. 
(3) Studies of the dynamics of coherent vortical structures in two-dimensional 
flows. The investigations combine theoretical, computational and experimental 
work. Studies are performed on existence and stability of vortical structures and 
of their mutual interactions as well as their interaction with boundaries. The 
computational studies are based on advanced spectral codes implemented on su-
percomputers. Initial experimental studies are performed in a rotating tank filled 
with water, where vortices are excited externally. 
(4) Participation in the scientific work at JET (Joint European Torus). This 
work comprises studies of ELMs (edge localized modes) in the scrape off layer 
(SOL) and of diagnosing the ion velocity distribution function by means of /i-
wave scattering. 
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3.1.1 Luminescence from pure »nd impure solid hydrogens during 
electron bombardment 
(J. Schou (Physics Department), B. Stenum, H. Sørensen, P. Gurtler (H.-v.iab, 
DESY, Germany), and R.L. Brooks (University of Guelph, Canada)) 
The study of luminescence from particle-irradiated solid deuterium does not 
only yield information about the electronic excitations in the solid, but may also 
lead to data that are useful for the pellet-plasma interaction in plasma exper-
iments. The previous work at the Risø setup has demonstrated that solid deu-
terium exposed to electron irradiation emits bands which do not play any role for 
electron-bombarded hydrogen gas1. 
An intense new emission continuum in the red and near-infrared regime has 
been observed. This broadband peaking at about 815 nm has never been seen 
from the gas phase. It is observed already around 650 nm and falls off slowly from 
the maximum with increasing wavelength. This fall-off is mainly determined by 
the decreasing sensivity of our detection system. 
The line has been identified as radiative association of D-atoms in the solid. 
This process is possible since the concentration of neutral atoms in the solid from 
dissociative recombination may approach 1 per thousand. The atoms perform 
a quantum diffusion in the solid by fast atom exchange in the molecules. The 
recombination of the atoms has to take place in the neighbourhood of an ion 
because the wavelength of the emitted light shows that the distance between 
atoms before association is much smaller than expected from the known atom-
atom distance in the solid deuterium lattice. 
A, J. Schou, B. Stenum, H. So.ensen, K-V. Weisberg and P. Gurtler (1991), Nucl. 
Fusion 31, 589. 
3.1.2 Sputtering yields from ion-bombarded condensed gases 
(J. Schou (Physics Department), B. Stenum, H. Sørensen, O. Ellegaard (The Uni-
versity of Odense, Denmark), and R. Pedrys (Jagellonian University, Krakow, 
Poland)) 
The studies of sputtering of the solid hydrogens have been continued with partic-
ular emphasis on the most volatile isotope, solid hydrogen. Sputtering by hydrogen 
»ons is important for the lifetime of fuel pellets of hydrogenic material injected into 
plasma devices. The fast hydrogen ions generated by the neutral beam heating are 
very efficient in eroding the hydrogenic pellets. The yield for a 10 keV H+ is about 
150 D2/H, 450 HD/H and 800 Hj/H for the three stable isotopes. This high yield 
is primarily caused by the very low binding energy of the hydrogen molecules in 
the solid. 
The yields for all three isotopes increase strongly with energy in the region 
from 5 to 10 keV. This behaviour is a strong argument for electronic sputtering 
rather than knockon (ordinary collision) sputtering. All known models for knockon 
sputtering indicate that the yield would decrease with increasing energy. Electronic 
sputtering, i.e. erosion via electronic transitions, is correlated to tiie electronic 
stopping power. The yield for D^- and Hj-ions incident on solid hydrogen shown in 
the figure is approximately a linear function of energy, i.e. the electronic stopping 
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power squared. It is noted that the yield in the figure for ions cf »oual«elocity is 
practically identical and that all the data points lie on one curve. This confirms 
the assumption of electronic sputtering Seing responsible for the er^ion. 
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The sputtering yield per atom as a function of the energy per mass unit from 
solid H2. Ftlm thickness: 318 H2/cm2. 
3.1.3 Secondary electron emission from solids 
(J. Schou (Physics Department) and H. Rothard (Institut fur Kernphysik der J.W. 
Goethe-Universitåt, Frankfurt, Germany)) 
The studies of secondary electron emission induced by charged-partHe or pho-
ton bombardment on surfaces have been concentrated on the energies that are 
relevant to plasma-surface interaction. The collected data and the description of 
the physical processes comprise a review chapter in a book on the physical prop-
erties of the interaction of fusion plasma with solids. 
A parallel effort has been made to extend an existing transport theory of Schou1 
for secondary electron emission from solids to heavy ions as well. This theory has 
been feasible for proton and electron bombardm and partly for other light ions, 
whereas the results from heavy-ion impact have tu. d out to deviate significantly 
from the predictions. The analysis has demonstrated that the deviations are pri-
marily caused by excitations of the projectile, but the instantaneous charge state 
of the primary ion also plays an important role. 
1) Schou, J. (1980). Phys. Rev. B 22, 2141. 
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3.1.4 Studies on fundamental processes of laser sputtering and abla-
tion from solid deuterium 
(J. Schou (Physics Department), K-V. Weisberg, and 0. Ellegaard (The Univer-
sity of Odense, Denmark)) 
An existing setup is being prepared for laser irradiation of simple frozen gases 
and metallic test samples. A simple nitrogen laser with an emission in the ul-
traviolet region, 337 nm, with a peak energy of about 100 ftJ within a period 
of a few ns »ill be applied. This laser has turned out to be sufficient even for 
making holes in aluminium foils. The laser erosion will be studied with mass col-
lection on microbalances and by optical spectroscopy in the region from 120 to 900 
nm. Solid deuterium and the two "standard" molecular gases, solid nitrogen and 
oxygen, will be irradiated with laser beams of varying power area densities and 
wavelengths. The erosion rate and the optical emission features will be compared 
with the existing results from electron-irradiated frozen gases. 
3.1.5 The multishot injectors for FTU, Frascati, and RFX, Padova 
(H. Sørensen, J.E. Hansen, A. Michelsen, A. Petersen, K-V. Weisberg, and J. 
Bundgaard (Department of Electronics and Mechanics)) 
Following the decision in 1990 that the project should be supported by priority 
support from Euratom a new tender was worked out and submitted to ENEA in 
December 1990. 
A number of negotiations of administrative and technical nature have subse-
quently been conducted and a contract document has been drawn up by ENEA. 
The work with detailed design and planning has been continued. The technical 
negotiations with ENEA mentioned above resulted in a number of changes to be 
taken into account. During the work with the injector for RTP, Rijnhuizen, a 
number of improvements were made and these improvements are entered in the 
design. 
3.1.6 A multishot pellet injector for RTP, Rijnhuizen 
(H. Sørensen, J.E. Hansen, H. Kossek, A. Michelsen, J. Thorsen, and K-V. Weis-
berg) 
The work with the multishot pellet injector for the tokamak RTP at the FOM 
Institute for Plasma Physics at Rijnhuizen in the Netherlands has been continued. 
Pursuant to the agreement Risø should deliver an 8-shot unit with requested 
p \et parameters, a diagnostic unit for pellets masses and velocities together with 
'.»ectronics equipment for running the 8-shot unit, while RTP should supply all 
other parts in agreement with Risø. 
The 8-shot unit completed in December 1990 was tested and the electronics 
equipment for operation of the 8-shot unit was produced. 
Following this an acceptance test was made at Risø in June. The parts made 
by Risø were transported to RTP in September and mounted and test runs were 
made. More test runs were performed later when more of the electronics equipment 
made by RTP had been installed. 
The uplining of the 8-shot unit was checked in November and a number of runs 
were performed partly to train the operator at RTP, partly to make a collec^i of 
operation parameters needed to give a number of wanted pellet parameters, and 
partly to find the limits for obtainable pellet parameters. 
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The requested parameters were: 
Four hydrogen pellets of 5.10'* atoms/pellet with velocities between 800 
and 1200 m/s. 
Four hydrogen pellets of 2.10" atoms/pellet with velocities between -100 
and 600 m/s. 
For the small pellets the sizes could be reduced to around 25% below the nominal 
value while the velocities could be varied between 900 and 1150 m/s. 
For the large pellets the sizes could be varied between 5.10"* and 3.1019 atoms/pellet 
while the velocities could be varied between 350 and 900 m/s. 
It should here be remembered that when pellets are made much smaller than 
the nominal size, the firing accuracy may be reduced with the result that pellets 
may not pass the guide tube system. 
During the work a number of reports on the development work were made 
and a number of manuals describing maintenance, start-up and operation, PLC 
program, variation of pellet parameters, electronics equipment, etc., were made 
and prepared. 
3.1.7 Fast ion and a-particle diagnostics for JET 
(H. Bindslev) 
Work on the development of a fast ion and alpha particle diagnostic (KE4) at 
the European fusion research centre JET in Oxfordshire, U.K., has been contin-
ued. The diagnostic, which is based on collective Thomson scattering of 2 mm 
waves, has briefly been described in Ref. 1. The project is now a formal collabo-
ration between JET and the gyrotron scattering group at Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology (and the US Department of Energy) with one MIT scientist perma-
nently stationed at the KE4 group at JET. Risø remains part of the project with 
one staff member permanently stationed in the group. 
The principal components of KE4 are a gyrotron for generating 2 mm waves at 
high power cw (or long pulse), low loss overmoded transmission lines with mode 
filtering properties for transmitting the microwaves from source to plasma and 
back to the detection system, invessel quasi-optical steerable mirrors for launching 
the input and receiver beams into the plasma, universal polarizers for producing 
general elliptical polarizations required for coupling to the characteristic plasma 
modes, and a heterodyne detection system. 
KE4 was expected to come into operation in August P91 but has suffered a 
number of technological setbacks, the most serious of which was the damage of 
the 400 kW, 140 GHz gyrotron during final testing at the manufacturer, Varian, 
U.S.A. A 60 kW substitute gyrotron has been found and installed, and required 
modifications to the rest of the system due to the changed specifications of the 
gyrotron are being carried out. Commissioning of invessel components, universal 
polarizers and detection system are well under way. Codes have been developed 
for setting up the diapr.ostic in preparation of a plasma shot and for analysing 
results. Work continues on improving these codes. Particular attention has been 
given to extending the parameter range in which relativistic dielectric effects can 
be calculated reliably. (A relativistic treatment of the dielectric elTects is now 
considered indispensable.) KE4 is expected to come into operation in January 
1992 with a month of operation before the long JET shutdown (also delayed). 
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On a different front, following the surprising relativistic dielectric effects in 
Thomson scattering, relativistic effects in reflectometry and ray tracing have been 
investigated and substantial efiects at realistic temperatures found. 
1) Optics and Fluid Dynamics Department, Annual Progress Report 199C Risø-
R-583.P-31. 
3.1.8 Investigations of densi y fluctuations and ELMs in the J E T toka-
mak 
(A. Lindholm Andersen (married name A.L. Colton per 30 3.91)) 
This year the work has fallen in two parts determined by JET's operation sched-
ule. During the shutdown period from January io June tb* work has been concen-
trated on development of data processing software and evaluation of the diagnostic 
requirements for the planned experimental studies of ELMs (edge localised modes) 
and the L-H mode transition. In the operation period from July onwards the work 
has been concentrated on collection of experimental data. This involved partici-
pation in planning the operation programme for JET, as well as coordinating and 
running the multichannel reflectometer, the ECE heterodyne radiometer, the fast 
magnetic pick-up coils and other diagnostic systems. 
The work on the data processing software for the reflectometer has been con-
tinued from last year. The analysis method for fixed frequency phase data based 
on a linear density profile has been further improved, and a related method with 
a higher spatial resolution has been developed in order to study the propagation 
of density pulses radially and temporally. 
A problem with jumps in the measured phase data from the multichannel re-
flectometer has been investigated, and a routine to correct the data for phase 
jumps has been developed and installed in the processing software. The idea is 
to calculate the time derivative of the data. On this any phase jumps show up 
as large spikes that can be removed before the data are integrated back to the 
original form. 
During JET's operation period, most of the time has been dedicated to ob-
tain the necessary experimental data. A preliminary analysis of data taken during 
ELMs shows a rapid decrease in both the radial density and temperature gradient 
at the onset of an ELM, followed by a slower recovery of the gradients. Further-
more, the ELMs are localised to a narrow radial region just inside the last closed 
flux surface, and a density pulse is seen propagating radially outwards in the outer 
part of the ELM region. Fluctuation measurements show a burst of broadband 
turbulence during the ELM, and in some cases a narrowband precursor at 50-80 
kHz is observed several ms before the onset of the ELM. 
3.1.9 Two-frequency plasma reflectometry; a performance 
analysis 
(P. Michelsen and HL. Pécseli) 
A two-frequency reflectometer has been suggested as a possible diagnostic for 
studying microturbulence in tokamaks1. Two microwave beams with a slight dif-
ference in frequency are launched against a density profile, where they are reflected 
at their respective cut-off layers. The phases of the two waves are monitored as 
functions of time. Since these phases contain the information of the position of the 
two cut-off layers, it is possible in principle to follow the motion of perturbations 
in local plasma density, for instance by correlation techniques. 
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We have carried out a performance study of a model of a two-frequency reflec-
tometer. Using a .ealistic and tractable model for the plasma fluctuations we 'iave 
derived some analytical results for correlation and crosscorrelation functions for 
the temporally varying phase of the reflected signals. Numerical simulations have 
been performed to illustrate the practical applic?bility of the basic ideas of the 
reflectometer. The studies have been carried out mainly for incoming electromag-
netic waves in ordinary polarization. A level of random plasma density fluctuations 
has been modelled in plane geometry by superimposing moving density pulses on 
a given density profile. By proper choice of the shapes of these pulses, we are 
able, in principle, to model any spectrum for disturbances propagating in the di-
rection along the density gradient. With the speed of propagation known in the 
experiment we can determine the accuracy of the predictions of the characteristic 
velocity deduced from the crosscorrelation of the fluctuating phase signals of the 
reflectometer. Studies have been carried out for statistically distributed distur-
bance velocities and for varying levels of a superimposed small-scale random noise 
componen . The analysis uses a fullwave solution but the accuracy of a somewhat 
simpler WKB solution has also been tested. 
1) Costly, A.E. and Cripwell, P. (1989). JET-P(89)82. 
3.1.10 Plasma equilibria calculated on the basis of magnetic compres-
sive and tensile stresses 
(V.O. Jensen) 
It is well known that a magnetic field can be conceived as a medium where an 
isotropic compression stress, B2/2/tt, is superimposed on a tensile stress, B2/fip, 
parallel to the lines of force. When an ideal MHD plasma is present in the mag-
netic field, the particle pressure adds to the magnetic stresses to form a combined 
pressure tensor. The concept of magnetic stresses has been derived and discussed 
in many textbooks, but it has been presented more as a matter of curiositv '.lian 
as a useful tool for understanding and analysis of specific problems. The concept 
has, however, been used to explain the restoring fores responsible for propagation 
of Alfvén waves. 
We first present an analysis of the magnetic stress concept. Ibis analysis is 
somewhat more detailed than the ones normally given, as we aim at using the 
concept for studies of equilibria for ideal MHD plasmas. The concept is first tested 
by rederiving the equilibrium equations for the linear screw pinch. Finally, the 
concept is used to derive the Grad-Shafranov shift of a circular tokamak plasma 
confined in a flux-conserving vessel with circular cross section. For the outer Grad-
Shafranov shift, i.e. the displacement of the centre of the plasma column with 
respect to the centre of the vessel, the well known result is rederived. An expression 
is also found for the inner Grad-Shafranov shift, i.e. for the displacement of the 
magnetic axis with respect to the centre of the plasma column. 
The advantages of using the concept of magnetic stress rather than the Grad-
Shafranov equation for calculating tokamak equilibria are: 
- the calculations become very simple and straightforward, 
- the validity range for the approximations is easy to assess, 
- the physical interpretation of the various terms in the expression for the shift 
becomes very clear. 
It appears that the concept of magnetic stress can be useful also for calculations 
of noncircular tokamak plasmas and of problems including stability, dynamics, and 
wave phenomena. 
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3.1.11 Coincidence analysis of coherent structures in two-dimensional 
turbulence 
(A.H. Nielsen, H.L. Pécseli, and J. Juul Rasmussei.) 
We have continued the experimental invest: *atk»ns 01 low frequency, two-dimen-
sional plasma turbulence1. The investigations are performed in the Q-machine 
plasma. Turbulent fluctuations are generated by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability 
due to a strongly sheared azimuthal flow of the residual plasma surrounding the 
main plasma column. We have demonstrated the presence of relatively long-lived 
coherent vortical structures in the background of wideband turbulent fluctuations 
by employing a conditional sampling technique, where the azimuthal electric field 
fluctuations have been used as the reference signal. Depending on the plasma 
parameters the dominant structures can appear as monopole or multipole vortices, 
dipole vortices in particular. Monopoles with negative potential tend to dominate 
in the cases with strong radial electric fields. The properties (such as growth or 
damping) of the averaged vortical structures obtained by the conditional sampling 
method need not reflect the properties of the vortices in individual realizations. 
Thus an apparent damping of the averaged structures may simply be caused by a 
"smearing-out" due to a spread in the velocities of the individual structures. This 
problem has been resolved by performing a coincidence counting of the occurrence 
of local extrema in the fluctuating potential signal at two points in space separated 
by a distance, L, in the direction of propagating, the azimuthal direction. In the 
figure we show the distribution of time delays At between iocal minima occurring 
at two probes (with L = 14.6 mm) subject to the condition that the value of 
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the minimum at one probe, A, exceeds #| = — \c, — \.ba or — la, respectively. 
Here a is the rms value of the fluctuations. Subsequently the signal at the other 
probe, B, is searched in a suitably chosen time interval for the deepest minimum 
which defines At". The distribution obtained for the three values of ^i is essentially 
identical giving an averaged value of the velocity corresponding to 300 m/s. From 
results as those shown in the figure we have derived velocity distributions, and 
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we observed that the potential welLs, corresponding to the vortical structures, 
propagate with a moderate spread in velocity. Thus it may be argued that the 
evolution of the conditionally averaged structures of negative potential reflects 
the properties of individual structures, and is not just a consequence of a spread 
in their velocity. For these plasma parameters, where monopolar vortices with 
negative potential were found to dominate, a similar analysis of the occurrences of 
local maxima gave a different result. Although a peak in the distribution of time 
delays could be discriminated, it was not significantly above the background level, 
and it was not possible to assign a velocity distribution for potential humps. 
1) Huld, T-, Nielsen, AH., Pécseli, H.L. and Rasmussen, Juul J. (1991). Phys. 
Fluids B3, 1609. 
3.1.12 Turbulent transport in the scrape-off layer of tokamak plasmas 
(A.H. Nielsen, H.L. Pécseli, and J. Juul Rasmussen) 
Investigations of density and potential fluctuations in various tokamaks (e.g. AS-
DEX, TEXT, ISX-B, Doublet-Ill (see Ref. 1)) strongly indicate that the dynamics 
in the scrape-off iayer {SOL) is dominated by an enhanced le~el of low frequency, 
flute-type, electrostatic turbulent fluctuations. The anomalous transport due to 
such fluctuations is found to account for the major part of the transport in the 
SOL. The basic characteristics of the turbulent fluctuations we are investigating in 
the Q-machine plasma2 (see 3.1.11) are very similar to the ones found in the SOL 
of the mentioned tokamaks. This indicates that we are dealing with a universal 
phenomenon, and our results will be of relevance to the overall understanding of 
the turbulence and the turbulent transport. Our investigations are included in the 
ITER R&D programme 1991/92. In particular we have emphasized that the ap-
pearance of dominant coherent vortical structures in the turbulence implies that 
it will not be possible to utilize quasi-linear predictions for the saturated turbu-
lent spectrum and the associated transport. The coherent structures may give rise 
to burst-like transport rather than a diffusion-like process. These bursts can be 
significantly larger than the mean turbulent flux out of the plasma. Such bursts 
of hot plasma hitting the wall or other objects near the wall may have lasting 
influence due to, e.g., the resulting sputtered material. 
1) "Transport Task Force" (1990). Phys. Fluids B2, 2869. 
2) Huld, T., Nielsen, A.H, Pécseli, H., and Rasmussen, J. Juul (1991). Phys. 
Fluids B3, 1609. 
3.1.13 Computational studies of flute mode self-organization in a mag-
netized plasma 
(E.A. Coutsias (University of New Mexico, USA), J.P. Lynov, and A.H. Nielsen) 
The dynamical evolution of shear flow instability in a magnetized plasma has 
been studied computationally with a fully de-aliased, spectral scheme. The nu-
merical scheme solves the electrostatic flute mode equations in annular geometry. 
A viscosity term is included in order to suppress, in a controlled manner, the short 
wavelength ringing that is otherwise produced due to the finite spatial resolution 
of the numerical approximation. This viscosity may be thought of as representing 
damping due to finite Larmor radius effects. 
The investigations have been concentrated on situations which are similar to the 
physical conditions in the Q-machine experiments see (3111). It has been found 
that setting up a charge distribution corresponding to the average distribution in 
the experiments gives rise to an unstable situation. The flow quickly develops a 
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short wavelength mode in corr**spondence with theoretical predictions from linear 
perturbation analysis. However, this high mode number instability continues to 
evolve nonlinearly demonstrating the inverse cascade behaviour, characteristic of 
two-dimensional turbulence. The instability saturates when a single azimuthal 
mode is developed. This mode corresponds to what is obseivc:' experimentally 
and is far from the result of the linear r,-turbation analysis mentioned above. 
3.1.14 Localized vortices in »/,-modes 
(J. Nycander (University of Uppsala, Sweden). J.P. Lynov, and J. Juul Rasmussen) 
The existence and stability of steadily propagating monopole vortex solutions 
for drift waves driven by the ion temperature gradient have been investigated. 
These waves, which are usually called ift-modes, are thought to play a dominant 
role in the anomalous transport in tokamak experiments. Our study has been mo-
tivated by recent high resolution numerical simulations of ^-turbulence, where 
coherent vortical structures were observed to develop snontaneously. These struc-
tures had a dominating influenre on the turbulence, and the associated anomalous 
transport was found to be significantly reduced as compared with predictions from 
quasi-linear theory. The necessary conditions for the existence of localized vorti-
cal structures have been found by employing a method devised by Nycander and 
Pavlenko1. It is based on the fart that localized structures must have velocities 
outside the region of the phase velocity for linear waves. Otherwise, the structure 
P 0 
T-0.0 T-0.0 
T-5.0 
T - 20.0 
T-5.0 
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will couple to the linear waves and thereby radiate energy and gradually disperse. 
Thus, it can neither be localized nor stationary. By assuming that localizea so-
lutions do exist, their velocities are obtained as the "centre of mass" velocity by 
using integral relations. This velocity depends on the ratio of the ion pressure per-
turbation, ,-, to the electrostatic potential, <>, and we found that localized vortical 
structures propagating in the direction perpendicular to the background gradi-
ents may exist in a broad parameter regime. Numerical solutions of the governing 
equations show that these structures are indeed stationary and stable when they 
have velocities outside the linear regime. A typical example of the evolution of a 
such a structure, a monopole vortex, is shown in the figure, where 'he evolution 
of both p and <t> is shown. Structures with velocities coinciding with linear waves 
are found to radiate strongly and disperse as predicted. 
We have also investigated the interaction among two vortices which revealed a 
new type of interaction. The observed behaviour is markedly different from what 
is observed for the vortex interaction in two-dimensional flows. Here like-signed 
vorticto are found to coalesce to form a larger vortex, while vortices of diffTent 
sign re found to pair and form a dipole vortex. 
1} Nycander, J. and Pavlenko, V.P.(1991), Phys. Fluids B3, 1386. 
3.1.15 Dynamics of nonstationary coherent structures in the Hase-
gawa-Mima/Charney equation 
(J.S. Hesthaven, J.P. Lynov, and J. Nycander (University of Uppsala, Sweden)) 
The Hasegawa-Mima equation describes the evolution of nonlinear drift waves 
caused by low frequency electrostatic fluctuations in a magnetically confined plas-
ma with a density gradient. A similar equation, the Charney equation, is used 
as a simple model of large-scale phenomena in the atmosphere and oceans in the 
mid-latitudes of large planets, e.g. the earth. 
Coherent structures, being defined as long-lived self-organizeJ structures, can 
be formed by nonlinear processes under conditions described by the Hasegawa-
Mima/Charney equation. Coherent structures are thought to play an important 
rcle in anomalous plasma transport. In geophysics they are known to be important 
to transport properties and long-time dynamics of the a* -nosphere/ocean system. 
In these studies thp emphasis has been on the long-time dynamics of nonr' ition-
ary dipole vortices. The equation has been solved numerically in a two-dimensional 
domain with periodic boundary conditions by using a fully de-aliased, spectral col-
location method which gives high accuracy in the numerical solution. The numer-
ical scheme has been implemented on an IBM 3090/VF vector processor, situated 
at the Technical University of Denmark, in order to get sufficient computational 
power. 
The governing equation has a dipole vortex solution which is ex act and station-
ary if propagating perpendicularly to the gradient of the ir.hom^gene.ty. A study 
of dipole vortices propagating in arbitrary directions has been performed. The 
trajectories are then curved (see the figure). It has been shown that the results 
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express good agreement with a recently published theory1, and the main devia-
tions can be explained by loss of energy and enstrophy from the dipole vortex. In 
the long-time limit the diprles are strongly affected by the loss mechanisms and 
are found to either disintegrate or relax toward stationary dipole vortices propa-
gating in the opposite direction of the linear waves in the system. 
T-0.0 T-20.0 
T-40.0 T-60.0 
1) Nycander. J. and Isichenko. MB. (1990). Phys. Fluids B 2. 2042. 
3.1.16 Numerical simulation of magnetic electron vortices 
(J.P. Lynov and J. Nycander (University of Uppsala. Sweden)) 
Magnetic electron modes in an unmagnetized plasma can be responsible for fast 
generation of magnetic ti "Ids in laser fusion. The nonlinear equations describing 
these modes are1 
t j l B - f B t - l B ^ B ) . - ^ . 
5T dli 
v.iere Bz is the magnetic field, T the perturbation of the electron temperature and 
{, } denotes the Poisson r--acket (o. T,.obian). It has earlier been shown theoret-
ically by perturbation analysis that these equations have approximate, stationary 
monopole vortex solutions2. Along the axis of the vortex a local magnetic field is 
generated. The vortex travels witii a speed that is determined by a general inte-
gral relation, and is nroportional to the ratio of the temperature perturbation to 
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the magnetic field in the vortex. The condition for stationarity is that this speed 
should be larger than the phase velocity of the linear waves present in the system 
so that energy of the vortex is not lost Dy radiation of linear waves. 
In the present work the dynamics of such vortices is studied numerically. It is 
found that mixing of the temperature field in combination with the heat conduc-
tion present in the numerical code has a strong effect on the vortex, which was 
not predicted. The result is that the amplitude of T quickly decreases. Because 
of the integral relation mentioned above the speed of the vortex therefore rapidly 
decreases and reaches the region of linear wave propagation, and the vor';x dis-
integrates. 
1) Nycander, J., Pavlenko, V.P., and Stenflo, L. (1987). Phys. Fluids 30, 1367. 
2) Nycander, J. and Pavlenko, V.P. (1991). Phys. Fluids B 3, 1386. 
3.1.17 Visualization of numerical flow calculations by automated video 
animation 
(L. Bækmark and J.P. Lynov) 
In order to obtain a profound insight into the numerical results from large flow 
calculations, a pc-based video animation system has been built up. The numerical 
results are typically obtained on a supercomputer and are first visualized on a 
Sun SPARC station 2 by means of the UNIRAS graphics software. This software 
is then used to produce several hundred data files containing the graphical data 
describing the instantaneous flow fields in the TARGA format which is suited for 
a high resolution pc-video board. 
The collection of TARGA files are subsequently transferred to a 33 MHz 80486 
pc, which is used to control a JVC BR-S811E Super VHS video editing recorder. 
Each TARGA picture is recorded on tiic video tape separately with a DiaQuest 
video control board and special software. A high degree of precision is needed 
in order to maintain the frame and colour synchronism on the tape. The whole 
process of recording the TARGA files to the video tape may take several hours 
but is fully automated so it can run during night. There is no limit to how long 
video sequences can be p-oduced in this manner, the natural limitation set by the 
length of the video tape. 
The video animations have proved to be a very valuable diagnostic for the 
numerical studies of complex dynamical systems and they clearly show whether 
processes with different time scales are present simultaneously. 
3.1.18 Refutation of stability proofs for dipole vortices 
(J. Nycander (University of Uppsala, Sweden)) 
The Hasegawa-Mima equation, 
| ( ^ - W ) - ^ - { ø , v 2 ø } = o, (i) 
describes both nonlinear drift waves in a plasma and large-scale planetary flows. 
Here {, } denotes the Poisson bracket (or Jacobian). It has an exact stationary 
solution with the form of a travelling dipole vortex. Five stability proofs for such 
dipole vortices have been presented by various authors1-5. In the present work it 
is shown that all these proofs are incorrect. 
In all five proofs variational methods are used to prove Lyapunov stability. This 
means that one tries to show that the stationary solution maximizes or minimizes 
some integral invariant of the equation. 
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In two of the proofs'2 this is done by linearizing the equation for the pertur-
bation and choosing the invariant so that the perturbation part of it is quadratic. 
This part is called the "Arnold invariant" or the "pseudoenergy", and the stabil-
ity proof amounts to showing that it is of definite sign. It is, however, easily seen 
that the pseudoenergy is not of definite sign for the dipole vortex. The authors 
of both articles argue that if one imposes linear constraints originating from the 
linear conservation laws, ail functions for which the pseudoenergy is negative are 
excluded, thus making it positive definite. 
This is incorrect. A perturbation with the amplitude 62 and the spatial extent 
6~l makes a finite contribution to the linear integrals in the limit 6 —• 0, while 
the contribution to quadratic integrals (such as the pseudoenergy or the norm) is 
negligible in this limit. Thus, by adding such a correction it can be seen that the 
linear constraints do not change the lower (or upper) bound of the pseudoenergy 
at all. Furthermore, these proofs predict stability for westward propagating dipole 
vortices and for dipole vortices with a large amplitude "rider", respectively, which 
contradicts numerical simulations. 
In the next article3 stability is proved for dipole vortex solutions of the homo-
geneous Hasegawa-Mina equation, with 0-0. Here, too, the authors argue that 
an integral (in this case the energy) is maximized for the dipole vortex if a linear 
constraint is imposed. However, also in this case a perturbation can be found (but 
of a different kind than in the previous case) that makes negligible contribution 
to the energy, but a finite contribution to the linear integral. Thus, as before, the 
linear constraint does not afTect the upper bound of the energy. 
The fourth proof4 is done for the shallow water equations that contain the 
dynamics described by Eq. (1) as a subclass, but also include other effects, in 
particular gravity waves. Stability is predicted not only for all dipole vortices, 
but for all stationary solutions obeying the conventional quasi-geostrophic scaling 
which is clearly wrong. The prx>f is done in an abstract space of Hamiltonian 
gauge variables, wi.ere an arbitral iness in the variables is removed by imposing a 
gauge condition. The error is in the treatment of this gauge constraint to second 
order. 
The last proof5 has already earlier been shown to be wrong6 and is only included 
in this work for completeness. 
1) Laedke, E.W. and Spatschek, K.H. (1986). Phys. Fluids 29, 133. 
2) Gordin, V.A. and Petviashvili, V.I. (1985). Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR 285, 857 
[Sov. Phys. Dokl. 30, 1004]. 
3) Filippov, D.V. and Yan'kov, V.V. (1986). Fiz. Plazmy 12, 953 [Sov. J. Plasma 
Phys. 12, 548], 
4) Sakuma, H. and Ghil, M. (1990). J. Fluid Mech. 211, 393; Phys. Fluids A 3, 
408(1991). 
5) Swaters, G.E. (1986). Phys. Fluids 29, 1419. 
6) Carnevale, G.F., Vallis, G.K., Purini, R., and Briscolini, M. (1988). Phys. Fluids 
31, 1567. 
3.1.19 Existence and nonlinear stability of single vortices in an exter-
nal shear flow 
(J. Nycander (University of Uppsala, Sweden)) 
Coherent vortices often appear spontaneously in two-dimensional shear flows, 
both in laboratory experiments and in geophysical flows. The vortices are almost 
always elongated in the d:rcction of the external flow, and then their vorticily 
anomaly has the same sign as the external shear. 
In the present work the existence and stability of stationary vortices in a back-
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ground flow of constant shear have been studied. The flow is governed by the 
two-dimensional Euler equation, 
M¥W- o. 
where {, } denotes the Poisson bracket (or Jacobian), q = Vty is the vorticity 
anomaly of the vortex, and S is the shear of the external flow. 
An infinite family of integral invariants, the Casimirs, 
CF = jF(q)dxdy, 
where F is arbitrary, constrains the flow to a symplectic leaf, also called isovortical 
surface. It is shown that on every symplectic leaf such that the vorticity anomaly 
everywhere has the same sign as the external shear, there is one particular flow 
that maximizes the energy. This flow is therefore a stationary and nonlinearly 
stable soluti". It has the form of a localized vortex which is elongated in the 
direction of the external flow. 
3.1.20 Nonlinear interactions of low-frequency electrostatic waves in 
the polar cap E-region 
(H.L. Pécseli, J. Trulsen (University of Tromsø, Norway), A. Bahnsen*, and F. 
Primdahl+ (+Danish Space Research Institute, Lyngby, Denmark)) 
Low frequency electrostatic fluctuations in the polar rap E-region have been 
detected by an instrumented rocket payload. The basic characteristics of the fluc-
tuations were obtained by a correlation analysis. In particular the triple correlation 
function or its Fourier transform, the bispectrum, has provided evidence for non-
linear wave couplings. The figure shows contour lines for the absolute value of the 
bispectrum. Redundant information outside the basic triangular region has been 
removed. The peaks in the bispectrum are indicators of interaction between waves 
with frequencies having simple integer relations. Such harmonic wave interactions 
were observed to be persistent in a wide altitude range. 
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3.1.21 On the existence of Kawahara solitons 
(V.I. Karpman (IZMIRAN, Moscow, Russia)) 
We consider the equation 
d,U+ldt(U2) + 0d*U + 7d$U = O (1) 
describing nonlinear waves in weakly dispersive media (e.g. shallow water, plasma, 
etc.). For 7 = 0 Eq. (1) is the KdV equation. For small amplitudes, when the 
nonlinear term can be neglected, the solution of (1) is a superposition of plane 
waves with the phase velocities 
V{k) = -0k7 +
 1k*, (2) 
where k is the wavenumber. From the plots of V(k) shown in Figs. 1 and 2 it is 
clear that the fifth derivative term may play an important role for 7/? > 0. It leads 
to a minimum (for 7 > 0) or maximum (for 7 < 0) at k = km = (0/2-f)1^7 with 
Vm = V(km) = -07/4T. (3) 
The soliton solution of Eq. (1) can be written as ti = aF(£), where £ = 
\a/0\1/7(x - x0), dxo/dt = a. Then F(£) satisfies the equation 
s ignf /h) ' 2 ^" 0 + F" + sign(0a)(^F7 - F) = 0, (4) 
where t* = \ya\0~7. Kawahara, who solved Eq. (4) numerically, concluded that 
solitons exist in the following cases1 
10>O,a0>O,t<tmat, (5) 
10 > 0 , a0 < 0 , « > 1/2, (6) 
10 < 0 , a0 > 0. (7) 
Considering existence of the solitons from basic principles, one should require 
that the soliton velocity a be different from the plane wave velocities (2) for any 
k, i.e. the equation 
V(k) = 0 (8) 
cannot have real roots k. Otherwise, the soliton would resonantly interact with 
the wave moving with the velocity V(k). It is easy to check thai cases (6) and 
(7) satisfy this principle, but (5) does not. Indeed, as is seen from Fig. 1, there 
is always a wave with k, satisfying Eq. (8), though for 7 = 0 condition a0 > 0 
ensures existence of the KdV solitons. 
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A radiation field reasonantly emitted by the Kawahara "quasi-soliton" in case 
(5) and the consequent damping rate of its amplitude are found for < < 1. 
Fig. 1. Plots of V(k) for y0 > 0 (a) y > 0, 0 > 0; (b) 7 < 0, 0 < 0. Dashed 
lines show V(k) for 7 = 0. 
Fig. 2. The same as in Fig. 1, but for 7Ø < 0 fa) 7 > 0, 0 > 0, (b) 7 < 0,0 > 0. 
1) Kawahara, T. (1972). J. Phys. Soc. Japan 33, 260. 
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3.1.22 Numerical investigations of dipole vortex interactions with 
curved walls 
(E.A. Coutsias (University of New Mexico, USA), J.P. Lynov, and A.H. Nielsen) 
The spectral algorithm by Coutsias and Lynov1 for the solution of the incom-
pressible Navier-Stokes equations in periodic channel geometry has been gener-
alised to solve the dynamical equations in annular geometry. As in the case of a 
periodic channel, the vorticity-stream formulation is employed and the fields are 
expanded in Chebyshev-Fourier functions. The no-slip conditions at the walls are 
also enforced with an integral solvability constraint. Numerical studies are initi-
ated of dipolar vortices interacting with the boundary layers at the curved walls 
of the annulus. Depending on the Reynolds number of the flow and the ratio of 
the diameter of the dipole to the radius of curvature of the wall (which could be 
both concave and convex), several new types of interaction processes are identi-
fied. These studies are being continued. 
1) E.A. Coutsias and J.P. Lynov (1991), Physica D 51, 482-497. 
3.1.23 Difference between monopole vortices in planetary flows and 
laboratory simulations 
(J. Nycander (University of Uppsala, Sweden)) 
This work is an attempt o explain observations of vortices in experiments in 
shallow water in rotating paraboloidal vessels1. The most long-lived vortices are 
invariably anticyclones, while cyclones quickly disperse. These experiments are 
meant to simulate geophysical flows, where large, long-lived, anticyclonic vortices 
are common. 
The general condition for vortices to be stationary is that they propagate faster 
than linear Rossby waves which are caused by the beta-effect (i.e. the dependence 
of the Coriolis force on the latitude). If this is satisfied, the vortex energy is not 
dispersed by coupling to linear waves. The propagation velocity is determined by a 
general integral relation for the velocity of the centre of mass. In geophysical flows, 
to lowest order in the Rossby number, the difference between the centre-of-mass 
velocity and the maximum phase velocity of the Rossby waves is proportional 
to the beta parameter and to the vortex amplitude2. Thus, anticyclones may be 
stationary since for them the difference is positive, but not cyclones. 
In the laboratory experiments this velocity difference is cancelled because of 
the dependci.re of the effective gravity on the latitude, caused by the centrifugal 
force. To the next order in the Rossby number, however, there is i nother nonlinear 
contribution so that anticyclones (but not cyclones) still propagate faster than the 
linear Rossby waves, and may thus be stationary. The velocity difference is smaller 
than for geophysical flows and vanishes in the limit of small Rossby number. The 
existence conditions also show that we can expect the experimental vortices to be 
smaller (as measured by the Rossby radius) than the planery vortices. 
The analysis is carried out using the shallow-water equations in full paraboloidal 
geometry. 
1) Nezlin, M.V. (1986). Sov. Phys. Usp. 29, 807. 
2) Nycander, J. and Sutyrin, G.G. (1991). Dyn. Atm. Oceans, in print. 
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3.1.24 Vortical structures in rotating fluids 
(M. Nielsen, J. Juul Rasmussen, and B. Stenum) 
Coherent vortical structures form in neutral fluids and gases as well as in plas-
mas. In particular, it is a fundamental property of two-dimensional flows that 
vortical structures may be supported for times much longer than their turnover 
time. These structures have important influence on the development of the flow 
and in particular on the evolution of two-dimensional turbulence. 
In order to support our studies on two-dimensional turbulence in plasmas a 
simple setup for experimental studies of vortical structures in a rotating fluid 
has been built. The rotation of the fluid is important for the formation of two-
c rrtensional vortical structures'. 
The setup consists of a table which can be rotated at rates up to about 10 
rotations per minute. The system can easily be changed to higher rotation rates. 
Onto this table a water filled tank is placed. Two tanks, a cylindrical tank with 
a diameter of 1 m and a quadratic tank with 1 m sides, have been utilized for 
preliminary studies. The tank is surveyed by a video camera following the rotating 
system. The video camera is coupled to a TV screen via a set of slip rings. 
In the preliminary studies vortical structures have been produced by applying 
a jet of dyed water through a slit in a tube placed vertically in the water tank. 
The studies have shown that the vortical structures procuced in this way become 
dipole-like with a two-dimensional structure. The dynamics of the structures and 
their interactions with walls arc found to be in qualitative accordance with numer-
ical studies2. The reproducibility of the dipole structures produced in this simple 
way is found to be surprisingly good. 
The setup has been designed for additional equipment as a system for producing 
well defined water jets to excite the dipoles and velocity measurements by means 
of particle tracking. Small particles will be followed by a high resolution video 
camera and the length of their tracks in a given time period will be determined 
by image processing. 
1) R.C. Klousterziel and G.J.F van Heijst (1991), J. Fluid Mech. 223, 1. 
2) E.A. Coutsias and J.P. Lynov (1991), Physica D 51, 482. 
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